In the present study, these patch-scale biogeomorphic interactions are incorporated into a simple 12 exploratory model for vegetation evolution. The initial flow field is solved using a porous media 13 formulation for hydraulic resistance. The velocity in wake regions is then adjusted to match the 14 wake structure measured in laboratory studies with individual and pairs of vegetation patches.
influence the optimum transplantation techniques for restoration. In particular, they suggest that 38 increasing the planting density and/or planted area provides a greater benefit to restoration 39 success in exposed areas than in sheltered areas. This is because in exposed areas, where the to a merger of the original patches into a larger vegetated structure.
83
[5] The goals of this study are to incorporate the flow-biogeomorphic interactions at the 
Methods

90
[6] The simulation was initialized by populating the domain with vegetation patches at a 91 random set of locations. The number of patches was chosen to achieve a pre-selected value of same head difference and calibrated permeability were used in all subsequent simulations.
139
[10] The wake correction to the velocity field was formulated based on measurements 140 from several studies. For example, the measured velocity field in the wake behind a pair of 141 porous patches is shown in Figure 2A . A region of diminished velocity extends over 15D behind and the end of the zone at 8.5D behind the patches (shown as the green zone in Figure 2B ). The 161 area of this zone was chosen to capture, in a simplified manner, the region within which velocity 162 is reduced by 50% or more. This region is highlighted in Figure 2A by the thicker contour at the 163 0.5U 0 isovel. For simplicity, patches with gap width larger than one patch diameter were 164 assumed to have no secondary interaction. we expect all higher values of TV to also produce filled landscapes, because the tendency for 217 growth increases with increasing TV.
218
[16] Sparse cases occurred when the modified velocity field did not include regions 219 sufficiently below TV to promote growth. In particular, sparse cases were associated with a lack 220 of growth in secondary deposition zones (Figure 1 ). This could have been caused by a low ID
221
(e.g. less than 1% for TV < 0.7), for which patch spacing was too large to allow lateral 222 interactions (i.e. patch spacing was everywhere greater than the patch interaction length-scale,
223
which was set to D), such that no secondary zones occur. of bare bed within which the velocity remained sufficiently above TV to inhibit plant growth.
236
[18] The time evolution shown in Figure 6 provides more detail about how the three (patch-scale feedback). As the patches began to interact, there was a shift in growth rate.
257
Domain-scale feedbacks were also observed. For example, consider case 1 in Figure 6B . There is Finally, a comparison of filled landscapes is shown in Figure 6C . For ID = 10%, patch 279 interaction began after time-step 2, as shown by the rapid linear growth after this step, and all 280 simulations follow the same time evolution, reaching a filled final state after just 7 time-steps.
281
Note that the model produced filled landscapes for ID ≥ 5.2% for all TV > 0 ( Figure 5 ). This is a 282 promising result for restoration, as it implies that fully covered landscapes can result from fairly 283 sparse initial plantings.
284
[19] To verify the influence of wake interaction, some cases were run a second time with and, for the simulations that accounted for this interaction, the final state reached 100% 297 coverage, significantly more than the no-wake cases (Figure 8 ).
298
[20] The impact of varying TV at ID = 1% is shown in Figure 9 . At this ID, simulations Figure   330 10), and we also observe many cases that reach full coverage (filled). Similarly, the Larsen and
331
Harvey (2011) model reaches a filled state for 75% of its simulations.
332
[22] The parallel preferential flow channel case, characterized by flow channels 
386
imply that landscape evolution depends on both the velocity and the sediment supply.
387
Significance to Aquatic Environments
388
[25] To conclude, this paper presents a simple modeling technique that might provide diagram of the wake modifications made to the velocity field after each MODFLOW calculation.
497
The near wake zone extends a distance L 1 = 2.5D from each patch (shown in blue). In this zone 
